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Hip U.K. retailer close to Mag Mile deal 

By Eddie Baeb 

 
(Crain’s) — Edgy London retailer AllSaints is in advanced talks to open a big Magnificent Mile store that would 
replace the entrance to the former Chicago Place mall.  
 
AllSaints, an apparel store known for its distressed styles, printed T-shirts and British rock influence, is close to 
leasing a 16,000-square-foot storefront between Saks Fifth Avenue and the new Zara store at 700 N. Michigan Ave., 
says Alex Adjmi, an investor in the New York group that owns the property.  
 
“I think it will enhance and help Zara and Saks and be a good draw on Michigan Avenue,” says Mr. Adjmi, who 
estimates AllSaints could open this fall. “They’re high-fashion priced very well.”  
 
Should the deal be completed, which is far from certain in today’s depressed retail climate, it would rank among the 
avenue’s biggest leases in recent years. Zara and Best Buy, which is in the John Hancock Center, opened their 
stores late last year, while cheap-chic purveyor Forever 21 opened in April 2008 at 540 N. Michigan.  
 
But AllSaints, unlike other recent entrants to the market, is a store shoppers can’t find in suburbia.  
The retailer’s printed T-shirts fetch $50, while its skinny jeans run $140, according to AllSaints’ Web site. The store 
also sells children’s clothing — kids’ combat boots go for $160 — and some home furnishings, including a skull 
candle ($60) and a small, leather-bound photo album that goes for $135.  
 
“One legitimate concern some people have about Michigan Avenue is that it’s become too vanilla, and this is the 
exact opposite,” says David Stone, president of Chicago-based retail brokerage firm Stone Real Estate Corp., which 
wasn’t involved in the deal. “I think something like this could inject some lightning into Michigan Avenue.”  
 
A New York-based spokeswoman for AllSaints declines to comment. The company has about 50 stores in Europe, 
most in the U.K., and recently entered the United States with a shop within Bloomingdale’s 59th Street store in New 
York.  
 
The first stand-alone U.S. stores opened late last year on two hip retail strips: Robertson Boulevard in Los Angeles 
and Lincoln Road in Miami.  
 
A store in New York’s SoHo neighborhood is in the works, and according to media reports late last year, the retailer 
was looking for additional New York sites and locations in other markets, including Chicago, Boston and San 
Francisco.  
 
Landing AllSaints would further Mr. Adjmi’s efforts to make people forget about Chicago Place mall, which struggled 
since opening in the early ’90s and was acquired by his group for $39 million in 2004.  
 
The group now plans to “de-mall” the property by putting store space into the former lobby on the first level while 
bringing new uses to the upper levels.  

 


